
Interesting ways to use word clouds: 

1. Use sites like Project Gutenberg and grab the text from copyright free books.  Paste into 

Wordle 

2. Improve students' essay writing... 

 Copy and paste students' essays into Wordle - compare the results and discuss what 

has/hasn't been included in the essays. 

3. Have each student write expectations he has of the classroom. Combine all lists in 

Wordle to create a Classroom Norms poster or team t-shirts. 

4. Before the dictionary comes out, give your students a new vocabulary word and ask 

them to brainstorm all the words they associate with it. Gather up all the brainstormed 

words for a Wordle.  

5. After the term has been formally defined, repeat the process and compare to the "pre-

dictionary" Wordle. 

6. Comparison skills - Give them two different accounts / essays on the same theme / 

event - let them compare the Wordles generated by each.  

7. Or you could generate Wordles for two different reading - then let student see if they 

can match the Wordle to its corresponding reading. 

8. Use Wordle to compare/contrast themes in literature.  For example, Romeo & Juliet vs. 

West Side Story.  Copy and paste entire work into Wordle and get results. 

9. Use Wordle for Classroom Polls 

 Very simple Early Childhood Example..... 

 Talk about favorite colors. 

 Each child then types their favorite color into the text part of wordle. 

 The wordle created automatically shows the most favored colour. 

 Other ideas - birthday month, favorite animals, hardest spelling word, feelings etc. 

 Could easily adapt to higher tasks and polls. 

10. Summarizing Skills using Wordle  

 As a pre-reading exercise - copy/paste text of reading into a Wordle and ask 

students to predict what the main ideas of the reading will be.  

 Another pre-reading option - give them a Wordle of a non-fiction reading and ask 

them to use the Wordle to generate a title or headline before they see the real 

article.  

 Post reading - ask them to reflect on the reading based on a prompt (examples - 

main idea, what you've learned, funniest element, etc.). Then collect all their 

reflections into a Wordle. 

11. Wordle can be dynamic not just static  

 paste in a text, then use 'right-click' to remove words  



 start with the most prominent (character names and the most common 

words)  

 as you 'excavate' text, patterns and sets of vocabulary are revealed.   

12. Use Wordle to increase reading comprehension through Character Trait Identification. 

 Write 5 most identifiable and important character traits for any character in 

text (assign different characters if done in Reading Group) 

 Rank Traits from 1-5 of importance/relevance to text  

 Go to WORDLE 

 Type in Character 10x total then character trait Rank them in order of 

importance, most important or relevant would be five times and so on down 

to 1 

13. Make a unique gift 

14. Prioritize Curriculum 

15. Compare articles from news 

16. Create powerful writing prompts by entering vocabulary, science text or poem into 

Wordle.  Display for students to get ideas.  Then, ask students to write about what they 

see. 

17. Print as white text on black background.  Ask students to color each part of speech a 

different color or categorize math terms and color. 

18. Create an Audible Wordle 

19. Select some text and create a Wordle. Then ask children to read the Wordle, one word 

each, with volume and tone appropriate to size and meaning of word. Record the result. 

20. Create a Wordle word wall by having students brainstorm adjectives, definitions, 

synonyms into wordle. 

21. Reflect on learning by creating a Wordle from a journal entry or blog. 

22. Assess confidence or concerns by compiling a list of feelings on a subject or topic. 

23. Use as a guided reading resource.  Wordles can support the development of reading 

skills.  For example, inference & deduction: Make two Wordles from different sections 

of the class novel and draw conclusions. 
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